
Veteran Reflection Exhibit

Social isolation is objective isolation, it is a state of being cut off 

from social networks, the absence of social contact that can lead 

to loneliness. Loneliness is subjective isolation that is caused 

by the difference between desired and actual relationships. 

Social isolation and loneliness have immense short and long 

term implications, including an increased risk of depression and 

suicide. Emotionally, it can impact every aspect of one’s identity, 

vitality, and psychological well-being.

This exhibit is about the experiences of Veterans with social 

isolation and loneliness. The stories are not intended to 

summarize or explain anyone’s life. Many of the people we 

have met have struggled to find the right words to describe the 

weight of responsibility, loss, kindness, and dignity. Everyone in 

this exhibit knows something important and valuable, a wisdom 

about their experience that only they know. The fourteen 

individuals represented are telling their own story. These stories 

are about living with uncertainties and the realization that we 

too could experience social isolation and loneliness.

We all need to feel comfortable speaking of the essential 

needs of our human family, especially our Veterans, who have 

fought for our country, and understand how difficult life is for 

so many. Veterans are many times the least outspoken, the 

least heard, and therefore often forgotten. Listening is another 

way of seeing. It has been a privilege to have these passionate 

conversations and work with these strong Veterans. Everyone 

has the right to be heard, to be seen, and to receive help.



Listen to each veteran’s interview:
Scan the QR codes below to be taken to each veteran’s interview.

Veteran- Doc Veteran- Ted

Veteran- Gary Veteran- Keara

Veteran- Tara Veteran- Chris

Veteran- Travis

Veteran- Kirsten Veteran- Brian

Veteran- Evan Veteran- Sean

Veteran- JT Veteran- Charlie

Veteran- Jacob

Artist- Arlan Engin Artist- Michelle Julmisse

Artist- Claire Kinnell Artist- Anastasia Carpenter

Artist- August DeMarea Artist- Noel Knaus

Artist- Makenzie Parrish

Artist- Holly Rea Letenyei Artist- Jeff Schoenhofen

Artist- David Terrill Artist- Arlan Engin

Artist- Marco Defillo Artist- Vaughn Parish

Artist- Dawn Lewallen



Partners:

After Action Network
Humana, Inc.
Kansas City Art Institute (KCAI)
The Battle Within
Veterans Community Project

Easels designed and made by: Clint Hanson, After Action Network
Audio set up by: Joseph Williams, After Action Network
Audio edited by: Rottana Kul, Former KCAI Student
Brochure design by: Nick Dreiling

Thank you for taking the time to experience this exhibit.
Erica Anderson & Lesley Newton
Humana’s Bold Goal, Office of Population Health
20% Healthier by 2020 and beyond.

www.kansascityboldgoal.com

Humana, Inc. is excited for the outstanding collaborations 
formed during the making of this project. We are proud to 
say that the project was designed by the students at KCAI and 
the easels and audio were developed, designed, and built by 
Veterans.

Have a
healthy day!
#MoreHealthyDays


